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Transcriptome Analysis of *Plasmodium falciparum* Isolates From Benin Reveals Specific Gene Expression Associated With Cerebral Malaria
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Cerebral malaria (CM) is the severest form of *Plasmodium falciparum* infection. Children under 5 years old are those most vulnerable to CM, and they consequently have the highest risk of malaria-related death. Parasite-associated factors leading to CM are not yet fully elucidated. We therefore sought to characterize the gene expression profile associated with CM, using RNA sequencing data from 15 CM and 15 uncomplicated malaria isolates from Benin. Cerebral malaria parasites displayed reduced circulation times, possibly related to higher cytoadherence capacity. Consistent with the latter, we detected increased *var* genes abundance in CM isolates. Differential expression analyses showed that distinct transcriptome profiles are signatures of malaria severity. Genes involved in adhesion, excluding variant surface antigens, were dysregulated, supporting the idea of increased cytoadhesion capacity of CM parasites. Finally, we found dysregulated expression of genes in the entry into host pathway that may reflect greater erythrocyte invasion capacity of CM parasites.
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Malaria is a vector-borne disease that affected 241 million people in 2020 [1]. *Plasmodium falciparum* is the species responsible for most cases and deaths in sub-Saharan Africa. Cerebral malaria (CM) is the most severe form of *P. falciparum* infection and mainly affects children under 5 years old, who account for approximately 80% of all malaria-related deaths in the World Health Organization (WHO) African Region [1]. Cerebral malaria pathophysiology is linked to the ability of *P. falciparum* to adhere to specific receptors in host brain capillaries [2, 3] during the asexual intraerythrocytic development cycle (IDC). Throughout this cycle, the parasite evolves from ring, young to late trophozoite, schizont, and finally merozoite form. Erythrocytes infected with *P. falciparum* mature forms (ie, trophozoites and schizonts) can adhere to the host endothelium, through the expression of variant surface antigens (VSAs) exported to the erythrocyte membrane [4].

Recent studies have shown that infected erythrocytes’ (iE) circulation time is decreased in severe malaria attacks compared to nonsevere cases, reflecting the greater adherence to endothelial cells of iE containing mature parasite forms [5–8]. Higher adherence capacity confers a real advantage to the parasite by protecting iE from splenic clearance, thus promoting increased parasitemia [7]. This phenomenon is modulated by the host’s immune system [9] and by iE adherence capacity that is mainly mediated by expression of the *Plasmodium falciparum* Erythrocyte Membrane Protein 1 (PfEMP1) encoded by the multigenic *var* genes family [10]. Specific PfEMP1 domains [11], among which domain cassette 8 (DC8) and DC13, are specifically associated with CM [12, 13]. The ability of these DCs to bind endothelial protein C receptor (EPCR) and intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) in host brain capillaries is a major virulence factor of CM [2, 14, 15].

The present work is part of the NeuroCM study, in which host and parasite factors that lead to neuroinflammation in CM are investigated. Children presenting with CM and uncomplicated malaria (UM) were enrolled in a cross-sectional study in Benin, West Africa during the malaria transmission season [16]. A first comparative study highlighted that CM isolates display greater adherence to a human brain endothelial cell line (Hbec-5i) than
between 1000 and 5.10^5 parasites/μL and no clinical or biological score ≤ 2 was required. UM was defined by a parasitemia been described previously [16, 17].

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participant Recruitment**

Ethical clearance was obtained from Comité National d’Ethique pour la Recherche en Santé au Bénin (N°67/MS/DC/SGM/ DFRMT/CNERS/SA; October 17, 2017) and by Comité Consultative de Déontologie et d’éthique of Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (October 24, 2017). Children under 6 years old presenting with CM or UM were recruited in 2018 in Southern Benin. Malaria infection was diagnosed with positive P. falciparum thin or thick blood smear. For CM, a Blantyre score ≤ 2 was required. UM was defined by a parasitemia between 1000 and 5.10^5 parasites/μL and no clinical or biological signs of severe malaria. The recruitment of participants has been described previously [16, 17].

**Sample Preparation and RNA Sequencing**

*Plasmodium falciparum* RNA was extracted from whole blood, preserved at −80°C in TRIZol LS reagent (Life Technologies), with a phenol-chloroform protocol, and purified using RNeasy minikit (QIAGEN). The RNA quality, purity, and concentration were assessed with a NanoDrop 2000c (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Agilent RNA 6000 Pico Kit (Agilent Biotechnologies) (Supplemental Data 1). Samples with both RNA Integrity Number ≥ 6 and at least 100 ng of total RNA available were retained for sequencing. Libraries were prepared using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA protocol (Illumina) and sequenced after qPCR quantification on a NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina) system, using 2 × 100 cycles (paired-end reads, 100 nucleotides) and aiming to obtain approximately 20M clusters per sample (ICGex, next-generation sequencing [NGS] platform; Institut Curie).

**Anti-Plasmodium falciparum Antibody Quantification in Patient Plasma**

Detection and quantification of total antibodies against *P. falciparum* was performed to evaluate previous exposure. Immunoglobulin (Ig)G/A/M antiplasmodial antibodies were quantified by indirect immunofluorescence assay using whole schizonts of the 3D7 *P. falciparum* strain as crude antigens and fluorescein-linked antihuman IgG/A/M (BioRad; Hercules, CA) as conjugate. Plasma antibody levels were estimated by serologic titers using 4-fold dilution series (1:16 to 1:4096), by recording the last positive dilution. Two blinded readers quantified the intensity of fluorescence by microscopy. For statistical analysis, antibody titers were classified into 3 groups: negative, (or 0) corresponding to titers <1:64; positive, corresponding to titers 1:64, 1:256, and 1:1024; and strongly positive, corresponding to titers ≥ 1:4096 [19].

IgG against VSAs expressed on 3D7 *P. falciparum* iE were also detected and quantified by flow cytometry. Patient plasma was brought into contact with the iE suspension and binding revealed, after washing, with goat IgG antihuman IgG Fc labeled with phycoerythrin. SYTO 61 label (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was also used for parasite DNA labeling in iE (Supplementary Method). Control of unspecific fluorescence signal was performed for goat IgG antihuman on infected and uninfected erythrocyte (uE) and for each patient plasma on uE. Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was defined as follows: MFI = (MFIiE goat IgG) – (MFIuE—MFIuE goat IgG) – (MFIiE—MFIiE goat IgG).

**Gene Expression Analysis**

Bioinformatical analysis was performed following a previously published script: https://github.com/gtonkinhill/falciparum_transcriptome_manuscript [5]. Raw reads were mapped on *P. falciparum* (3D7 strain, PlasmoDB v49) and human (hg38, UCSC genome browser) reference genomes with Hisat2 v2.2. Samples below a minimum cutoff of 4 million reads mapped to the parasite genome were excluded. Parasite stages proportions were evaluated, referring to published RNA-seq dataset [20] (Supplementary Method). Unwanted variations factors were estimated using control genes that are not expected to vary with disease severity (from a previous study [21] comparing pregnancy-associated and childhood malaria) with the Remove Unwanted Variation algorithm (R package ruv 0.9.7 [22]), adjusting for systematic errors. Differential expression (DE) analysis was performed including proportions of parasites at the ring-stage and unwanted variations factors as input of the Limma/Voom pipeline [23]. A gene was considered as DE for *P. falciparum* adjusted values ≤ 0.05 (Benjamini-Hochberg) and a fold-change ≥ 1.5. The Gene Ontology (GO) [24] and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway [25] enrichment analyses were performed by applying a hypergeometric test (P ≤ 0.05) on the GO and KEGG annotations downloaded from PlasmoDB (version 49). The protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was generated from the STRING online tool (version 11.5) [26]. Settings were set to high confidence interaction score (0.7) and coexpression interactions source. Then, cluster analysis was performed in Cytoscape 3.8.2 [27] with MCode application version 2.0 [28]. The RNA-seq data are uploaded in Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository (GSE186820).
**var Genes Transcripts**

*var* transcripts were assembled de novo from RNA-seq reads using a published script (https://github.com/PapenfussLab/assemble_var) [5]. The nature of each subdomain (e.g., DBLα1.1-2-3/2) was assessed by performing an alignment with MAFFT [29] against the Vardom database [11]. The FPKM (fragments per kilobase million) values were evaluated with edgeR. To evaluate *var* genes assembly quality, reads were aligned with Hisat2 v2.2.1 [30] to a database composed of ATS domains from Vardom’s 7 reference genomes [11], varDB [31], and RNA-seq assembly and to assembled exon 1 sequences in each sample. To evaluate *var* genes abundances, reads mapped to ATS were counted and were normalized accounting for both the library size and the parasite's stage proportions, based on synchronized 3D7 strain RNA-seq data [20].

**RT-qPCR Validations**

Expression of 8 genes was measured to confirm the RNA-seq results on the Rotor-Gene qPCR system (QIAGEN). Gene levels transcripts were evaluated with serial dilutions of plasmids (GenScript). Results were normalized with a housekeeping gene expression and accounting for the parasite's developmental stage (Supplementary Method). *var* genes expression was assessed by 3 independent methods. Published DBLa primers [12] and newly developed primers targeting the ATS domain (ATS-2 primers based on varDB dataset [31], Supplemental Data 2) were used on the Rotor-Gene qPCR system (QIAGEN) following the same methodology. The qPCR-TaqMan developed by Hofmann et al [32] targeting the ATS domain (ATS-1) was performed on a Viia7 qPCR system (Applied Biosystems) (Supplementary Method).

**Statistical Analysis**

Quantitative variables are presented as medians (10th–90th percentiles). Statistical differences were assessed using the Mann-Whitney U test. Qualitative variables are presented as proportions and statistical differences were measured with the $\chi^2$ test.

**RESULTS**

**Samples Analysis**

Parasite RNA was extracted from a total of 73 CM and 98 UM cases. Based on RNA quantification and quality criteria, 21 UM and 16 CM samples were subsequently selected for high-throughput sequencing (Supplemental Data 1). From RNA-seq mapping statistics, 30 samples (15 CM and 15 UM) were retained for transcriptome analysis (Supplemental Data 3). Selection criteria are detailed in the methods.

Clinical and biological features are displayed in Table 1. Children with CM presented a higher parasitemia ($P < .001$, Mann-Whitney U test), and children with UM were older ($P = .004$, Mann-Whitney U test). Hemoglobinemia and blood glucose were lower in CM ($P < .001$, Mann-Whitney U test). Total antibodies titers, reflecting previous exposure to *Plasmodium* sp, did not differ between CM and UM ($P = .57$, $\chi^2$ test). Moreover, the number of patients having IgG against VSA was not different between clinical presentations, with 3 of 15 CM (20%) and 7 of 15 UM (47%) ($P = .12$, $\chi^2$ test) (Supplemental Data 4).

**Circulating Parasites’ Gene Expression**

The all-gene analysis was focused on the parasite core genome (VSAs were excluded). Parasite developmental stage proportions were evaluated in each sample based on total gene expression measured by RNA-seq [5] (Figure 1A, Supplemental Data 5). The mean parasite age expressed in hours post infection (hpi) was statistically lower in CM cases, with a median age of 8 hpi (8–11.2) compared with 12.6 hpi (8.8–16.7) in UM ($P < .001$, Mann-Whitney U test). The difference was confirmed by the microscopic reading of thin blood smears.

---

**Table 1. Clinical and Biological Features of Participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical and Biological Characteristics</th>
<th>CM (n = 15)</th>
<th>UM (n = 15)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (months)</td>
<td>42.4 [30.2–55.5]</td>
<td>55 [44.5–70.1]</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: female no./total no. (% female)</td>
<td>6/15 (40%)</td>
<td>4/15 (27%)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitemia (parasites/μL)</td>
<td>459 000 [281 600–1 152 286]</td>
<td>252 000 [148 542–325 626]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobinemia (g/dL)</td>
<td>6.5 [3.78–9.18]</td>
<td>9.8 [8.34–10.68]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose (g/L)</td>
<td>0.14 [0.1–0.71]</td>
<td>1.05 [0.82–1.36]</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malarial retinopathy</td>
<td>Yes: 5 No: 4 Not evaluated: 6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blantyre score</td>
<td>0: 1 (6.7%) 1: 5 (33.3%) 2: 9 (60%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality (%)</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CM, cerebral malaria; NA, not applicable; NS, not significant; UM, uncomplicated malaria.


Figure 1. Cerebral malaria (CM) and uncomplicated malaria (UM) parasites gene expression. (A) Proportions of ring, early trophozoite, late trophozoite, schizont, and gametocyte stage parasites in each sample. (B) Principal component analysis (PCA) plots of the all-gene expression normalized for library size (read counts available in Supplemental Table 1); (C) PCA plot of gene expression normalized for library size, life-cycle stage effect, and unwanted variations (read counts available in Supplemental Table 1); (D) Heatmap of differentially expressed genes. An upregulated expression is represented in red and the downregulation is in blue. (E) Distribution of normalized expression values measured by RT-qPCR in CM and UM is represented (boxplot). The P values were calculated with the Mann-Whitney U test and are represented by as follows: *** < .001, ** < .01, and * < .05. The correlation between the normalized expression values measured by RT-qPCR and RNA-seq was represented through the regression line and tested by the Spearman rank test (Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ and P values are shown).

(P < .001, Mann-Whitney U test) (Supplementary Method, Supplemental Data 5). The all-gene expression principal component analysis (PCA) showed that both clinical presentation and parasite developmental stage affect the separation by the first component (Figure 1B). After correcting gene expression for both life-cycle stage effect and unwanted variations, CM and UM isolates were perfectly separated based on clinical presentation (Figure 1C). Differential expression analysis was performed considering the gene expression represented in Figure 1C and revealed 551 DE genes (Supplemental Table 2), 284 of which were upregulated and 267 were downregulated in CM compared with UM. Further hierarchical clustering of the DE genes showed a separation of CM and UM isolates, reflecting a common gene expression pattern within each clinical group (Figure 1D).

The differential gene expression measured by RNA-seq was validated by RT-qPCR with 8 genes (Figure 1D, Supplemental Data 6) for which the corresponding proteins have variable functions and locations. The RT-qPCR expression was strongly correlated with gene expression measured by RNA-seq, with all Spearman rank correlation coefficients ρ greater than 0.5 (all P < .01, Spearman rank test) (Figure 1E).

Differential Expression Gene Characterization

The GO and KEGG pathways gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) were performed including all the DE genes (Figure 2A, Supplemental Data 7). Thirteen GO pathways were deregulated, with a minimum of 18% deregulated genes identified in each (P ≤ .05, hypergeometric test). Three of 13 deregulated pathways concerned DNA metabolic processes, 2 of 13 were involved in protein metabolic processes, and 3 of 13 were implicated in organelle organization. The entry into host pathway was deregulated, including 12 upregulated genes in CM, among which were apical membrane antigen 1 (ama-1, PF3D7_1133400), plasmepsin...
IX and plasmins X (pmIX, PF3D7_1430200 and pmX, PF3D7_0808200), and erythrocyte binding antigen-175 (eba175, PF3D7_0731500). Concerning KEGG pathways results, we found 3 associated pathways, with at least 40% deregulated genes.

A PPI network analysis was performed on 546 of 551 DE genes that were annotated in the STRING database. Results showed a very dense network with 212 nodes and 2976 edges with a significant PPI enrichment (P < .001), reflecting biologically connected proteins (Figure 2B). Four highly interconnected clusters were found (Figure 2B, Supplemental Data 8). Cluster 1, containing 26 nodes and 323 edges, was composed exclusively of ribosomal proteins (all downregulated), reflecting peptide biosynthesis process deregulation. In cluster 2, there were 32 nodes and 395 edges, and the main pathways represented in this cluster were entry into host (rhophy-associated protein 2 [PF3D7_0501600], AMA-1 (PF3D7_1133400) and protein phosphorylation. In cluster 3, composed of 7 nodes and 21 edges, proteins were implicated in entry into host through erythrocyte binding antigen-181 (EBA-181, PF3D7_0102500) and PMX (PF3D7_0808200). Cluster 4 contained 12 nodes and 33 edges representing activities related to DNA metabolic processes.

Upregulated genes involved in P/JEMP1 expression regulation were manually identified, including PHISTa and PHISTb family genes (PF3D7_1430200/MAL13P1.470, PF3D7_0424600), set9 and set10 (PF3D7_0508100, PF3D7_1221000), apiAP2 (PF3D7_1350900), fikk9.6 (PF3D7_0902500), and semp1 (PF3D7_0702400). Downregulated genes, including exported protein 2 and exported protein 3 (exp2 PF3D7_1471100; exp3 PF3D7_1024800), were also identified.

**var Genes Expression**

var genes from each isolate were assembled from RNA-seq data (Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). Fifteen CM and 13 UM samples were analyzed with at least 1 var genes domain identified. As we obtained more *P. falciparum* mapped reads in CM isolates compared with UM (P = .016, Mann-Whitney U test), we sought to assess the quality of the assemblies by comparing the number of mapped reads to exon 1 and ATS semiconserved sequence (Figures 3A and B). With a 0.3 exon1/ATS counts proportion threshold, we considered 15 CM and 8 UM for downstream analysis.

The number of var genes assemblies with at least 1 predicted domain did not differ between CM and UM (96.0 [70.4–141.2] vs 64 [32.7–114.2]; P = .11, Mann-Whitney U test). Sixteen full-length *P/JEMP1* sequences were obtained (8 CM and 2 UM). A search for the ICAM-1 binding motif showed the pattern in 12 of 15 CM and 5 of 8 UM isolates. Regarding *P/JEMP1* protein structure, the DC8 domain (DBLa2-CIDRa1.1/8-DBLB12) was found in 7 of 15 CM and 2 of 8 UM, and DC13 (DBLa1.7-CIDRa1.4) was found in 7 of 15 CM and 3 of 8 UM, respectively. We considered that we have too few isolates in each clinical group to be able to compare the expression values. However,
PCA-based analysis of domains expression revealed a partial grouping of CM isolates (Figure 3C).

Global var gene expression was first assessed by evaluating the ATS domain abundance, measured by RNA-seq. Expression was normalized accounting for library size and IDC stage proportions. We found a 1.8-fold-increase in the CM group (P = .02, Mann-Whitney U test). The increased var genes expression measured in CM by RNA-seq was validated by 3 independent RT-qPCR experiments, targeting both DBLα (2.2-fold increase, P = .1) in CM isolates was measured by RT-qPCR. Because DBLα sequences are more diverse [11], the var genes expression based on DBLα and ATS domains. Distribution of normalized expression values measured by RT-qPCR in cerebral malaria (CM) and uncomplicated malaria (UM) is represented (boxplot). The P values were calculated with the Mann-Whitney U test and are represented as follows: ** < .01, * < .05. The correlation between the normalized expression values measured by RT-qPCR and RNA-seq was represented through the regression line and tested by the Spearman rank test (Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ and P values are shown).

**DISCUSSION**

Although recent studies have focused on host transcriptome signatures associated with CM [33–35], characterization of the gene expression profile of *P falciparum* isolated from CM needs further improvement. In this context, we analyzed the gene expression of 15 CM and 15 UM *P falciparum* isolates from a Beninese pediatric population, to better understand the parasite factors associated with CM.

A greater proportion of ring stage parasites was measured in CM, suggesting a decrease in parasites circulation time. Recent studies that included datasets with various disease severity also demonstrated that lower circulating parasites hpi was correlated with increased severity [5–8].

Andrade et al [7] predicted that cytoadhesion alone may explain the parasites age difference observed in febrile compared with asymptomatic malaria isolates in a cohort of Malian individuals. Previous in vitro cytoadherence experiments, using fresh parasite isolates from our cohort, showed that CM isolates exhibited a higher cytoadherence level on a human brain endothelial cell line (Hbec-Si) [17], a frequently used cellular model of CM [36, 37]. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found an overall upregulated expression of var genes in CM. For ATS domain-based measure, an upregulated expression of a factor 1.8 to 3.2 was established by both RNA-seq and RT-qPCR assay. For DBLα domain-based var gene expression, a nonsignificant 2.2-fold increase (P = .1) in CM expression was measured by RT-qPCR. Because DBLα sequences are more diverse [11], the nature of the corresponding primers (including degenerated

---

**Figure 3.** *var* genes expression. (A) *Plasmodium falciparum* Erythrocyte Membrane Protein 1 (EMP1) schematic organization. (B) Proportion of assembled *var* genes in each sample. We compared the number of reads mapped to exon 1 and ATS to assess the quality of reconstructions. (C) Principal component analysis (PCA) based on *var* genes domains expression. (D) *Var* genes expression based on DBLα and ATS domains. Distribution of normalized expression values measured by RT-qPCR in cerebral malaria (CM) and uncomplicated malaria (UM) is represented (boxplot). The P-values were calculated with the Mann-Whitney U test and are represented as follows: ** < .01, * < .05. The correlation between the normalized expression values measured by RT-qPCR and RNA-seq was represented through the regression line and tested by the Spearman rank test (Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ and P values are shown).
bases) [12] may impact the quality of detection and subsequent quantification. By comparing the most expressed var genes in each sample, a trend of increased expression was reported in febrile malaria compared with asymptomatic infections [7]. Tonkin-Hill et al [5] did not measure a difference in var genes abundance in SM compared with UM, on the basis of de novo assemblies.

The var genes assemblies’ quality in UM samples was not sufficient to perform domain expression comparison. These decreased reconstruction qualities were directly linked to the patients’ lower parasitemia thus affecting the depth of the sequencing. However, the PCA based on var genes domains expression showed a grouping of CM, which may reflect a more restricted var genes repertoire. Indeed, CM isolates express var genes domains allowing specific adhesion to EPCR, which we previously confirmed in our cohort, and ICAM-1 [12, 13, 17, 18]. Regarding the expression of the DBLβ1/3 ICAM-1 binding motif [14], results were concordant with previous RT-qPCR results [17], with expression in both CM and UM, still questioning the implication of this motif in PfEMP1 binding to ICAM-1 receptor.

In addition to iE increased adherence capacity mainly mediated by PfEMP1, an efficient immune response against iE surface proteins may also affect adhesion [9], but was not confirmed in our study through total antibody titers determination on crude whole P. falciparum antigen and through detection and quantification of IgG against VSA expressed on iE.

Further experiments including more recombinant proteins from specific domains of PfEMP1 could increase the accuracy of the measurement [38]. Binding inhibition assays could help to understand more precisely the influence of the immune system in iE cytoadhesion mechanisms in further studies [39–41]. However, humoral immunity is not the only host protection against malaria infection and the role of complement component 1s, modulating iE adherence, has recently been demonstrated [42].

The decreased circulation time observed in CM may result in iE avoiding splenic clearance, leading to higher parasitemia [7], as we found in our dataset. A correlation between decreased circulation time and increased parasitemia was retrospectively demonstrated from different studies, by Thomson-Luque et al [8].

Because adhesion capacity does not fully explain CM pathophysiology, we then focused on all-gene expression to decipher CM specificities. After normalization accounting for parasite developmental stage, gene expression profile was a signature of malaria severity. More than 500 genes were deregulated in the CM group compared with the UM isolates.

Focusing on differentially expressed genes, DNA and protein metabolism pathways were dysregulated in CM samples, reflecting the overall gene expression dysregulation. plasmspin IX (pmIX, PF3D7_1430200) and plasmspin X (pmX, PF3D7_0808200), involved in the GO pathway entry into host, were upregulated in CM. These 2 proteins are druggable mediators, implicated in both entry and exit from host [43]. eba175 (PF3D7_0731500), encoding for a receptor having a key role in the binding between merozoite and erythrocyte [44], was also upregulated. ama-1 (PF3D7_1133400) was upregulated in CM. The corresponding protein is implicated in erythrocyte invasion [45] and was already identified as a vaccine target [46]. The numerous upregulated genes in CM could reflect an increased invasion capacity of such isolates’ parasites, which may also promote the greater parasitemia measured in CM.

Regarding pathways implicated in cytoadhesion and in PfEMP1 regulation, we also found numerous upregulated genes in CM. Genes from the PHISTa and PHISTb family (PF3D7_1372000, PF3D7_0424600) were upregulated. Several members of the PHIST family have been described to act as an anchor for PfEMP1 by binding to the ATS domain [47]. The PHISTa protein has already been characterized as overexpressed in pregnancy-associated malaria [21, 48]. clag9 (PF3D7_0935800) was upregulated in CM and the corresponding protein was identified as essential for VAR2CSA presentation, which means that it plays a major role in addressing PfEMP1 to the membrane [49]. Other genes implicated in PfEMP1 regulation were dysregulated as set9, set10 and exp2, exp3 which are involved in the regulation of var genes expression and the export of PfEMP1 through the parasitophorous vacuole membrane [50].

CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, parasite and host factors leading to CM should be further investigated and particularly factors influencing parasite decreased circulation time. Difference in terms of parasite adhesion capacity linked to var genes overexpression and increased invasion of erythrocytes should be explored in detail.

In summary, an increased ring stage transcriptomic signature was identified in CM circulating parasites compared with UM, which may result from an increased parasite adherence capacity. Consistent with this result, var genes were overexpressed in CM. We also found numerous upregulated genes involved in entry into host pathway, which could reflect an increased invasion capacity of CM isolates. Deregulated genes involved in adhesion, except for VSAs, support the hypothesis of a stronger CM adhesion.
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